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NOTICE OF AGM�
The 2016/ 2017 Apex Foundation Annual General�
Meeting will be held at�

Shaw and Partners�
Level 15, 60 Castlereagh Street�
Sydney�
NSW 2000�

Friday� 17 November 2017� at  7:00 pm�
(Building access from  6:30 pm)�

All members of the Apex Foundation are invited to attend the�
2016/2017 Annual General Meeting.�

RSVP by Monday�13 November 2017� to�
(02) 9253 7775 or EO@apexfoundation.org.au�

CONTACTS�
Registered Office:�

C/- Colin Biggers & Paisley�
Level 42, 2 Park Street�
Sydney NSW 2000�

Telephone:  02 8281 4555�
Fax:  02 8281 4567�

Apex Foundation Office:�
AON Tower�
Level 5, 201 Kent Street�
Sydney NSW 2000�

Telephone:  02 9253 7775�
Fax:   02 9253 7117�
Email:  info@apexfoundation.org.au�
Website:  www.apexfoundation.org.au�

MISSION�
The Apex Foundation’s mission statement is to improve�
the quality of life of Australians who have special needs.�

VISION�
Our vision is that all Australians will have the�
opportunity to realise their potential and participate�
fully in our community.�

GOALS�
The Apex Foundation aims to:�

·� Exhibit leadership by identifying humanitarian�
initiatives to improve services to the community,�
and facilitate their implementation.�

·� Work collaboratively with the Association of Apex�
Clubs of Australia.�

·� Contribute to material and effective research,�
activities and programs that contribute to social,�
economic and cultural values.�
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Full financial reports are on a separate document and can be requested from the Apex Foundation�
office or downloaded from the company website�

Courtesy:  Morgan Balfour, recipient of 2016-2017 award from the Fine Arts Trust,�
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WHAT WE DO?�
“The Apex Foundation strives to improve the quality of life of Australians who have special needs.”�

The Apex Foundation achieves this by managing various trusts essentially established by service schemes initiated by Apex�
Australia. A  company limited by guarantee, the Apex Foundation has  governance, management and allocation�
responsibilities over trusts and their grants programs. Grants are awarded on the basis of clear and transparent eligibility criteria.�
Choice of recipient is governed by the rules of each trust. Individuals, Apex Clubs, charitable institutions and world-class�
researchers have benefited from valuable assistance in past years. The Apex Foundation does not receive direct government�
funding - it remains an example of Australians helping other Australians in a spirit of good citizenship and community�
engagement. The Association of Apex Clubs maintains a strong and effective relationship with the Apex Foundation with its  most�
senior leader being a member of the Board and hundreds of past and present members being supporters.�

On a broad spectrum the Apex Foundation, being the trustee of various trusts works towards the following goals :-�

Medical Research�
Apex Foundation Charitable Trust offers  funding for research purposes for the following causes :-�
Autism -�We are working with Olga Tennison Autism Research Centre at La Trobe University and Australasian Society for�
Autism Research (ASfAR) to support  researchers and encourage and support students to undertake research within the field of�
Austism.�
Children’s Cancer� - We have been supporting the research work done by Children’s Cancer Institute in this field for 40 years.�
Craniofacial� - We have been working with Craniofacial Australia and are supporting their Maetopic Synostosis Project this year.�
Melanoma�- We support Melanoma Australia in their efforts in research, treatment and education of Melanoma.�
Diabetes� - We are supporting Diabetes Australia in their research in the field of Diabetes.�

Respite Accommodation�
The funds under the Apex Underprivileged Children’s Trust are applied and used exclusively for the construction, maintenance�
and operation of short term respite accommodation and associated care facilities for use by underprivileged, disadvantaged,�
chronically ill and disabled children and young adults and their families and carers.�
Apex Foundation, through its Apex Underprivileged Children’s Trust administers :-�
Apex Chalet� (The Magic Castle) at Smiggin Holes, NSW�
Shoalhaven Heads Apex Cottages for Kids� (The S.H.A.C.K.) at Shoalhaven Heads, NSW�
Apex Copper Coast Retreat�at North BeachTourist Park, Wallaroo, SA�

Funding Projects for the Disadvantaged�
Apex Foundation works towards making a difference in the life of children and families with special needs or people suffering�
from hardships of life through state based Association of Civilian Widows Trusts, namely :-�
Association of Civilian Widows of New South Wales/ ACT,�
Association of Civilian Widows of Queensland and�
Association of Civilian Widows of Western Australia.�
Necessitous Circumstances Trust� has been  established  for the relief of people in necessitous circumstances, suffering the�
hardships of life due to circumstances or finances.�

Furtherance of Fine Arts and Education�
Fine Arts Scholarship Trust�- With a view to support and encourage the arts, Fine Arts Trust was formed to support talented�
youngsters who show promise in music and art  and are unable to further their studies overseas, often because of lack of finance.�
Cowled Foundation� - The aim of the Cowled Foundation is to assist with the education of gifted, underprivileged, rural or�
regional girls or young women who will make an outstanding difference to the future of Australia.�

THE APEX FOUNDATION�

INTRODUCTION�



Dear Members,�

It does not seem like it was just a year ago that I was sitting�
here writing my summary of the year, yet it is and it is a good�
time to reflect on what has happened over the last 12 months.�
As always the annual report is a great way of showcasing�
what we do and the impact we are having on the beneficiaries�
of our various trusts.  So I encourage you all to read the�
following pages and hopefully gain a better insight into the�
work of the Apex Foundation.�

The strength of the Apex Foundation is the Board and this�
year has seen this continue. But sadly, this year we have and�
will farewell three Board members who are moving on from�
their roles. Firstly, Matthew O’Donnell left the Board in July as�
he finished his term as National President of Apex Australia. I�
thank Matthew for his time on the Board and welcome Robert�
“Moses” Abraham as his replacement as the new National�
President of Apex.�

Phillip Taylor, our Independent Director has chosen not to�
continue in his role after the AGM. Phil has been a fantastic�
asset to the Apex Foundation. He brought to the Board a�
wealth of legal knowledge and has helped steer us through an�
ever changing legal and regulatory environment.  But more�
importantly, Phil, who came to us with no real knowledge of�
Apex, has embraced the ideas of Apex and the work of the�
Foundation. Phil will be missed and I wish him well in his�
endeavours after Apex.�

Phillip Pregnell, our current Deputy Chairman has also de-�
cided to stand down after the AGM. When Phil leaves us he�
will bring to an end a thirty-three year career in Apex. Phil has�
done it all in Apex, including a term as National President. I�
first met Phil a very long time ago when I first joined the Apex�
Australia National Board, and have valued his friendship and�
support during his time on the Board and in the last few years�
as Deputy Chair.  Phil had also been our Investment Director�
and managed our relationship with Macquarie Bank success-�
fully over this time.  Phil, thank you not only for your time on�
the Apex Foundation Board but also your contribution to Apex�
over the last 33 years. I hope you enjoy your life without Apex!�

The last year has seen some significant changes at the Apex�
Foundation. The biggest has been our decision to change our�
investment managers from Macquarie Bank to Shaw and�
Partners. This was not an easy decision but was made with�
the best long-term interests of the Apex Foundation as the�

main driver. The Apex�
Foundation has had  a�
long and successful rela-�
tionship with Macquarie�
Bank, but more impor-�
tantly with Lucinda Chan,�
our account manager at�
Macquarie.  Macquarie�
Bank have served us well�
over the last years and on�
behalf of the Board I thank�
them for their advice and�
help, and more importantly�
their support for what we�
as a Foundation do.�

Another change is that the�
Directors have commis-�
sioned a full re-writing of�
the Foundation’s Memorandum and Articles of Association.�
This revision of the Articles of Association, along with the�
revisions of its Memorandum of Association will be presented�
to the Foundation’s AGM on the 17�th� of November.�

This year we embarked on a new approach in reach�i�ng out�
to all past Apexians. We invited past National Secretary and�
Apex tragic Keith Miller, to lead a project of reconnecting to�
all past Apexians. The results have been more than we could�
have hoped for. Keith has used his vast Apex knowledge,�
social media and good old hard work to now reconnect�
hundreds of ex-Apexians to Apex. We have transformed our�
quarterly newsletter to an e-Newsletter, which covers all�
things Apex, not just the Apex Foundation. I thank Keith and�
the marketing committee for what they have achieved. The�
wider Apex family is the long-term beneficiary of this work.�

Our financial position is well documented in our financial�
statements, and it is pleasing to report that we now have�
reached the magical $10,000,000 mark with assets under�
management of $10,000,511.  This year has seen our asset�
size grow by just under $1,000,000, which is a positive sign�
for all our beneficiaries, and a positive sign for the future of�
the Apex Foundation.�

As in all years, the Apex Foundation does not do what it does�
without the hard work and dedication of our staff, Sapna�
Agarwal and Phil Higgerson, and I once again thank them for�
all they do.�

THE APEX FOUNDATION�

CHAIRMAN’S REPORT�

The Apex Foundation Chair-�
man, Stephen Bigarelli�
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Lastly, I must thank the Board for their ongoing work over the�
last year. In particular, Phil Pregnell who stepped up and�
chaired two meetings this year due to my absences for per-�
sonal reasons. The Apex Foundation is what it is due to the�
hard work of this board and every past Board member.�

On a personal note, my daughter turned 30 this year, and I�
reflected that Clare was born five days after I took on my first�
term as a club president! It made me realise that for over half�
my life, Apex has been a part of my life. I know that I have�
gained much more from Apex than Apex has from me and for�
that I am forever grateful.�

As I finished last year’s report I will finish with the same words�
this year:�

The Apex Foundation is a unique organisation and we should�
all be proud of what we have achieved and more importantly�
what we will achieve in the future!�

Yours in Apex�

Stephen Bigarelli�
Chairman Apex Foundation�

THE APEX FOUNDATION�

CHAIRMAN’S REPORT (continued)�

ANNOUNCEMENTS�
Calling All Past Apexians�

A�pex has been a great organisation for helping the Community….but it hasn’t been so great�
at keeping in touch with its Past Apexians. So this year the Apex Foundation decided to�
change all that. We re-vamped our quarterly newsletter so it is now an e-Newsletter and sent�
out by email.�

Also this year we invited Keith Miller (National Secretary 1988/89 and National Apexian Editor�
1985/89) to be our Editor and to update our database,  with a brief to make our quarterly�
e-newsletter newsy, light and breezy.   Something our ”retirees” would like to read.�

So we are after two things - updates and interesting stories of past and present Apexians; and�
as many email addresses of retired Apexians as we can get. You can subscribe to our�
e-Newsletter at�www.apexfoundation.org.au� (just google Apex Foundation and it comes up)�
or contact:-�

Keith Miller�
millerk@bigpond.net.au�
Mobile 0408 118 290�

Keith Miller�
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Robert Abraham joins the Apex Foundation Board�
Robert G. Abraham, the National President of Apex Australia is now the Apex Australia representative on the board of�
the Apex Foundation.�

Robert’s, (alias Moses) role on the Apex Foundation board is to liaise between Apex Australia and the Apex Foundation.�

Moses narrates his journey rather interestingly, saying, “My journey began fifteen�
years ago, after I moved from the family dairy farm 200 km away, to Chinchilla,�
Queensland looking for new opportunities. I had never lived in a town prior to this�
and it seemed all I did was to work six days a week. I went nowhere and felt as�
though I had met no one.  Seen as a bit of new blood in town, I was approached by�
a member in the local hardware store to come to a meeting.  I was hesitant at first�
as I had never been involved in a volunteer or service organisation before, but, I will�
admit, it was the fellowship side of the meetings which quickly had me enthralled.�
The social aspect with the members and families convinced me to be a part of my�
local club. Then after experiencing the enjoyment and fellowship at some of my first�
service functions and inter-club visits, I was convinced Apex was for me. Nine�
months later I was appointed as Joint Service Director and so began my journey to�
higher office within Apex at Club, Regional and National levels.”�

Over time Moses was Club President, Treasurer, Director of Inter-club Travel,�
Raffles, Service Director, Historian and Public Relations. He was awarded Club�
Apexian of the year on 3 occasions, the District exchange to New Zealand, and the�
Queensland State Travel Award (to attend the Philippine National Convention in 2010). He promoted the fourth ideal of Apex�
Australia, namely, “to promote international understanding and friendship”, by forging closer ties with foreign Apexian counter-�
parts.�

Over the last 14 years of Apex Service, Moses has been involved in various Apex projects and hosted a very successful State�
Convention in 2005 and was awarded State Club of the year in 2006.  He travels extensively for his Club which provides him with�
the opportunity to garnish new ideas from other clubs and the chance to share the ingredients of his own winning formula.�

Moses was a  Regional Communicator, progressing to serve two years on National Board as the RC Coordinator.  His fellow�
members had watched him grow and saw potential and ability, encouraging him to nominate for the role of National President, a�
goal he said he never aspired to.�

Talking about his vision for the future, Moses says, “The coming year in Apex, I see the tail end of the restructure consolidation�
after the disbanding of the States and moving to our regional system of governance with the National Board. Some may lament�
the fact that Apex once boasted 30,000 members from over 1000 clubs across Australia during the 1980’s, and ask what could�
we now hope to achieve with our membership of 1250 Apexian’s across 100 clubs. It is important to remember that there are still�
more than 100 communities in which we are playing a vital and effective role.  We are making better citizens of all our members�
in “creating a more intelligent and aggressive citizenship” which will go on to improve our country in various ways long after they�
have left Apex.  In a bold step, this year’s proposed National Project of raising $1 million with the “Biggest Ever Blokes Lunch” for�
the Prostrate Cancer Foundation is a fantastic goal and not unachievable, with Apexians working together from right across the�
country to find better treatment and ultimately a cure for this terrible disease.�

“With this enthusiasm and lofty ambition coming from our members, I see Apex not only as viable but as an essential cornerstone�
of our society now and for decades to come.  Where else can the son of a dairy farmer grow and develop, learning the skills to be�

Robert G. Abraham (Moses)�
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THE APEX FOUNDATION�

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2016/17�

TONY WILSHIRE�
Fine Arts Trust�

Civilian Widows Trusts (Queensland, New�
South Wales & Western Australia)�

Cowled Foundation�

MIKE FITZE�
 Company Secretary�

Board Audit & Risk Committee�
Governance Committee�

Marketing and Membership Committee�
Apex Necessitous Circumstances Trust�

Apex Underprivileged Children’s Trust (Copper�
Coast Retreats)�

The members of the Board and their responsibilities :�-�

BRIAN POWE�
Finance�

Chair - Board Audit & Risk Committee�
Governance Committee�

Marketing and Membership Committee�
 Apex Underprivileged Children’s Trust�

(SHACK)�

PHILIP PREGNELL�
Deputy Chairman�

Chair Investment Committee�
 Board Audit & Risk Committee�

STEPHEN BIGARELLI�
 Chairman�

Ex Officio- All Committees�

LINDSAY CARTHEW�
Board Audit & Risk Committee�

Marketing and Membership Committee�
 Apex Foundation Charitable Trust -�

Melanoma & Craniofacial�

The strategic and management direction of the Apex Foundation is achieved by an honorary board of directors who collectively�
make decisions in the best interests of the trusts. Under the Chairmanship of Stephen Bigarelli, each Board Member is given�
direct portfolio responsibility for at least one of the trusts or causes and all directors participate in the formal decision-making�
processes regarding allocations.�

PHILLIP TAYLOR�
Chair - Governance Committee�
Board Audit & Risk Committee�

Legal & Compliance�
Apex Foundation Charitable Trust - Children’s�

Cancer & Diabetes�

JAMIE VINCENT�
Marketing and Membership Committee�
Apex Underprivileged Children’s Trust�

(The Chalet)�
Apex Foundation Charitable Trust -  Autism�

ROBERT ABRAHAM�
 (�14th July 2017 onwards)�

 Apex Liaison�

MATHEW O’DONNELL�
 (�From 22nd July 2016 to 14th July 2017)�

 Apex Liaison�
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Apex Necessitous Circumstances Trust�
Information about the Apex Necessitous Circumstances Trust�

T�he Apex Necessitous Circumstances Trust (NCT) was established in 2011 following a restructure of all Trusts. It replaced the�
General Trust and the Destiny Trust.�

The General Trust funds were derived from donations, annual membership subscriptions plus net income from Foundation�
fundraising projects in local and regional communities throughout Australia.�

An annual amount of $20,000 was ear-marked for distribution to Apex Clubs through the General Trust with an annual cap of�
$2,000 for each successful application. However ongoing projects could receive a total payment of up to $7,500 for one project�
over a period of time.�

The General Grants process started in 1986 and continued until 2011 when the restructure took place. The Apex Foundation has�
made many grants totaling $350,000 from its General Trust and Apex Necessitous Circumstances Trust over the years.�

The new fund is now called Apex Necessitous Circumstances Trust (NCT) and the purpose of the fund is to carry on the role of�
making grants to people in need. It is a public fund for the relief of persons in Australia in necessitous circumstances.�

This fund can make grants to individuals or groups who meet the grant guidelines and the Foundation Board encourages Apex�
Clubs to utilise these funds to assist individuals or groups in their local community�

Apex Necessitous Circumstances Trust grants guidelines for Apex Clubs are listed below.�

1. Grants from the Necessitous Circumstances Trust to people in difficult financial circumstances to assist in meeting�
expenses associated with disabilities etc.�

2. The assistance can be to fund the medical treatment involved or the associated expenses for the family. e.g. travel and�
accommodation etc.�

3. That the grant application needs to show that it will assist an individual or group who are in need of financial relief.�
4. Grant funds are not available for overseas projects.�
5. The term “disadvantaged” can apply to a person or group who is disadvantaged by financial, physical, intellectual and�

mental disabilities.�
6. An application form needs to be completed and can be found on our website.�
7. The maximum grant will be up to $3000 from the Foundation.�
8. If Apex Clubs are applying for a grant it is expected that the club will match the grant dollar for dollar or provide labour/�

in-kind contribution to the same value or greater.�
9. Each application will be assessed by the Director responsible for the Trust and presented to the Board for assessment�

and approval.�
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THE APEX FOUNDATION�

TRUST ACTIVITIES�
Apex Foundation Charitable Trust - Autism�

T�his year the Foundation made a grant of $7,000 to the Olga Tennison Autism Research Centre for a research undertaking a�
follow-up study of young children at age 4 – 5 years who were previously assessed and met criteria for an Autism Spectrum�
Disorder (ASD). The findings from this study will help to chart the developmental progress and diagnostic stability in young children�
with Autism, and whether there are differences in children identified via routine developmental surveillance at their Maternal and�
Child Health (MCH) Centre, compared to those referred by health practitioners. In addition, the findings will also help to understand�
the impact of an early diagnosis via these different referral systems on the wellbeing of parents who, as research has indicated,�
experience high levels of stress and low quality of life.�

This year we also joined hands with Australasian Society for Autism Research (ASfAR), which was founded in 2011 as a member�
based organisation devoted to advancing knowledge about Autism Spectrum Disorders through research and scholarship.�
ASfAR’s mission is to support researchers and encourage and support students to undertake research within the field of Autism.�
ASfAR runs an international conference biennially, offers a number of scholarships and awards to students, and provides a�
network of peer support. Presently, it is developing a series of webinars to address professional development and enhance the�
training of researchers and students.�

The partnership between the Apex Foundation and ASfAR will enable funds to be directed into projects that have been approved�
and vetted by ASfAR, in accordance with our trust guidelines.�

To date, ASfAR has been supported by two grants from the Apex Foundation, the first was to Ms Kelsie Boulton, for $1640, to be�
used towards her PhD project entitled, ‘Hormonal contributions to social dysfunction and anxiety in autism’ presently supervised�
by Associate Professor Melanie Porter of Macquarie University.  The second of these was offered to Ms Claire Newman, for $1640,�
to be used towards her PhD project entitled, ‘Improving service provision for incarcerated adults with autism’, a technical Action�
Research Project presently supervised at Southern Cross University by Professor A. Cashin.  Both these projects remain underway.�
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Apex Foundation Charitable Trust - Diabetes�
A�pex Foundation has supported Diabetes since 1985/1986, donating more than $ 1.29 million for the cause till date. Over the last�
few years, Apex Foundation, through the Charitable Trust, donated $15,000 annually to the Diabetes Australia Research Program.�

Established in 1987, the Diabetes Australia Research Program supports and develops outstanding diabetes-related research�
across Australia. The program provides funding towards the prevention, management and cure of diabetes, as well as enabling�
and fostering young and upcoming researchers in the field of diabetes research.�

The program supports a range of grants across the full spectrum of diabetes research, it is a merit-based, competitive, peer�
reviewed process. In 2017, $3.3 million was allocated to 52 important research projects across the country, including two�
Millennium Awards of $150,000 each – one for Type 1 research and the other for Type 2 research.�

The Type 1 Millennium Award was presented to Assoc. Prof Stuart Mannering from St Vincent’s Institute of Medical Research�
(SVI). Assoc. Prof Mannering’s research will develop a blood test to measure the immune response against C-peptide (produced�
when insulin is made) to help develop an immune therapy to prevent type 1 diabetes.�

The Type 2 Millennium Award was presented to Dr Seth Masters of the Walter and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical Research. Dr�
Masters’ research will focus on the immune system, obesity and type 2 diabetes.�

In addition, a new PhD top-up program was introduced in 2017 to provide much needed assistance to PhD candidates in�
disciplines relevant to diabetes research. Two scholarships of $60,000 each were awarded in 2017.�



For more than 30 years the Apex Foundation has been an integral part of Children’s Cancer Institute, providing funds to open the�
first lab doors as well as ongoing vital support as together we strive towards�
our goal of curing childhood cancer.   The Apex Foundation has donated $�
2.25 million to  Children’s Cancer Institute over the past 32 years.�

Children’s Cancer Institute is the only independent medical research insti-�
tute in Australia solely focused on improving treatments to ultimately find a�
cure for all children with cancer and eliminate their suffering. This is impor-�
tant because childhood cancer is different from adult cancer, meaning�
dedicated treatments are required to ensure we achieve 100% survival rate�
and improve the long-term health of survivors. We are getting closer to this�
aim, thanks to community funding from partners like the Apex Foundation.�

Update on the research funded by the Apex Foundation�
Over the last 6 months, the funding from the Apex Foundation has assisted Associate Professor Liu and his group to identify novel�
therapies targeting an oncogene called TERT, which is abnormally over-expressed in patient’s neuroblastoma cells.  They have�
found that another oncogene called BRD4:�

- induces TERT oncogene abnormal over-expression;�
- is over-expressed in a subset of human neuroblastoma tissues; and�
- induces neuroblastoma cell growth and survival.�

Importantly, the group have found that treatment of neuroblastoma cells with the BRD4 inhibitors GSK525762 and OTX-015,�
which are already in clinical trials in cancer patients:�

- blocks TERT oncogene expression;�
- induces neuroblastoma cell growth inhibition and�

cell death; and�
- exerts synergistic anti-cancer effects with conven-�

tional anti-cancer agents which have already been�
used in treating neuroblastoma patients.�

The team are currently examining whether combination therapy�
with OTX-015 and conventional anti-cancer agents synergistically�
blocks neuroblastoma progression and causes tumour regression�
in a mouse model of neuroblastoma due to TERT oncogene�
over-expression. They are also examining the mechanism of the�
synergistic anti-cancer effects of the combination therapy.�

Moving forward�
Children’s Cancer says, “Dr Liu and all of the staff at Children’s Cancer Institute are extremely grateful for the support from the�
Apex Foundation. Some exciting discoveries have been made as a result of this funding and we are keen to continue this�
research. The ultimate goal is to identify anti-cancer drugs which are less toxic than current therapies and improve survival of�
children with neuroblastoma.�

“Children's Cancer Institute are focused on researching better treatment strategies to get closer to one day curing every child of�
cancer. Our organisation exists solely to put an end to childhood cancer.�

“We don’t just hope to do it. With your help, we will do it.�It’s not if, it’s when.”�

The Apex Foundation granted $20,000 for the Financial Year 2016-2017  to support the research into this promising new�
anti-cancer agent carried out by Dr. Tao Liu and his team at Children’s Cancer Institute Australia.�

THE APEX FOUNDATION�

TRUST ACTIVITIES�
Apex Foundation Charitable Trust - Cancer�

Associate Prof. Tao Liu, Group Leader of Histone Modifica-�
tion Group (Children’s Cancer Institute in the laboratory)�
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A�pex's involvement in the melanoma cause began when over $ 600,000  was raised in the 1988/1989 under National Apex�
Service Scheme promoted by Moree Apex Club in Moree, New South Wales. In this time there have been enormous improve-�
ments to detection and cure and recent breakthroughs are both significant and exciting. Our aim is to assist in the research,�
treatment and funding of this deadly skin cancer which is so prevalent in Australia. �

Apex supports the Melanoma Institute of Australia (MIA) and since inception $ 1,125,000 has been granted for this cause. In the�
2016/17 year Apex funded $ 15,000 to support a PhD Scholarship.�

Update from MIA:�
2016-2017 has been a big year at Melanoma Institute Australia (MIA) in terms of game-changing research breakthroughs. To�
mention but a few:�

-Results from their ABC clinical trial were released at the world’s largest oncology conference�
(ASCO) in the US. MIA was the first in the world to accept patients with advanced melanoma in the�
brain into clinical trials. Their prognosis used to be a matter of weeks and they had no hope. The�
ABC trial has demonstrated that when treated with a combination of two different immunotherapies,�
79% of such patients were still alive at six months. Even when treated with just one, 66% achieved�
the same result. MIA has now proven that immunotherapy should be the first line of defence for�
these patients and that there can be hope.�

-MIA’s paper published in Nature, the world’s top-ranked scientific journal, shed light for the first�
time on the drivers of some of the rarer forms of melanoma: acral (on the hands and feet) and�
mucosal (on the internal surfaces of the body). This was the largest gene-sequencing study ever�
undertaken in melanoma and surveyed the entire DNA sequence of melanomas. The study�
revealed previously unknown damaged control mechanisms in various genes implicated in skin�
melanoma. Also, that acral and mucosal melanomas have nothing to do with UV radiation or any�
other known environmental drivers of cancer.�

-MIA has also actively been developing its professional education activities to drive best practice in care and train the next�
generation of melanoma specialists. They hosted the Australasian Melanoma Conference and shared knowledge amongst over�
400 delegates. They also initiated the first Nurses Workshop.�

Game Changer - Australian Researchers Achieve Major Breakthrough�
Exciting results of research conducted at the Melanoma Institute of Australia were released in September.  The trials proved�
successful in preventing the spread of disease in Stage III melanoma patients whose tumours had been surgically removed. Until�
now, these patients were at a high risk (40 - 70 percent) of their disease progressing to advanced and fatal melanoma.�

“These results will change the way we treat melanoma patients as well as their quality of life,” says study author Professor�
Georgina Long, Conjoint Medical Director of Melanoma Institute Australia and Chair of Melanoma Medical Oncology and�
Translational Research at The University of Sydney.�

“Until now, Stage III melanoma patients who have had their tumours surgically removed have simply had to play the waiting game,�
to see if their melanoma would metastasise or spread. Living with fear severely affected them and their loved ones.�

“Results from these clinical trials suggest we can stop the disease in its tracks – effectively preventing it from spreading and saving�
lives. Our ultimate goal of making melanoma a chronic rather than a terminal illness is now so much closer to being achieved,”�
she said.�

THE APEX FOUNDATION�

TRUST ACTIVITIES�
Apex Foundation Charitable Trust - Melanoma�

PhD  student, Hansol,�
presenting his work�
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T�he aim of Cranio Facial is to correct severe facial and skull deformities in children and adults. This is being achieved through�
encouraging advanced surgical techniques and ongoing research.�

Apex's involvement in Cranio Facial began after over $800,000 was raised from the 1983/84 National Service Scheme promoted�
by the Salisbury Apex Club in South Australia. Apex assisted in the establishment and funding of the internationally renown�
Australian Cranio Maxillo Facial Foundation, based in Adelaide.�

Funding to this cause now totals $2.6 million.�

In the year 2016/2017 Apex Foundation supported the Metopic Synostosis Project undertaken by Craniofacial Australia. �

Progress report from Dr Walter Flapper Cranio Facial, Adelaide:�
This project commenced in March 2016 with the aim of determining whether patients diagnosed with metopic synostosis, who�
did not undergo surgical treatment, are currently experiencing cognitive, psychological or behavioural problems.�

An ethics application was submitted and the Final Research Governance approval to com-�
mence the study was obtained in August 2016.�

Recruitment has now commenced with all participants receiving letters of invitation and�
information outlining the study’s aim and procedure.  To date, data collection (cognitive testing,�
self-report and parent-rated mental health/behavioural questionnaires) has been finalised for�
three participants, with a further three currently at various stages in the assessment process. �
Results from the three initial participants have shown that each child is currently experiencing�
difficulties in various aspects of their cognitive performance and behaviour.   In particular, all�
three children have scored below the mean for their age on general cognition and, specifically,�
appear to have deficits in processing speed and attention.   Similarly, questionnaires have�
identified moderate to high levels of behavioural difficulties, with children typically exhibiting�
more problems with behaviours such as displays of anger and inability to concentrate or stay�
focussed, compared with emotional or peer-related difficulties.�

In conjunction with the above research, a review and meta-analysis of the existing literature�
examining cognitive, mental health and behavioural outcomes in those diagnosed with metopic�

synostosis is also being undertaken.   Importantly, this research is investigating the impact of�
surgery on subsequent outcomes.  Preliminary results indicate differences in outcome according�

to the surgical status of participants.  Children who have not received surgical treatment for their condition perform at moderately�
lower levels on tests of general cognition than children recruited and tested as controls (test norms or study-specific healthy�
samples).  Similar analyses on children who have received surgical treatment highlighted that, although they performed better than�
their unoperated counterparts, results on assessments of general cognition were still poorer than healthy controls.�

Thus, initial results from both studies indicate that children with metopic synostosis who do not receive surgery for their condition�
may experience problems later in life, particularly in specific cognitive and behavioural areas.  These findings demonstrate the�
importance and necessity of this research in order to both strengthen the evidence base on outcomes following unoperated�
metopic synostosis, and to inform clinical decision-making.�

The Apex Foundation granted $10,000 for the Financial Year 2016-2017  to support the research of Craniofacial Australia.�

THE APEX FOUNDATION�

TRUST ACTIVITIES�
Apex Foundation Charitable Trust -�Craniofacial�
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T�he Fine Arts Scholarship Trust originates from an idea of Apexian Jim Buhringer. He saw a need to support musicians in an area�
so financially challenging for young Australians. Commencing in 1980, the trust provides financial support to one chosen young�
artist to attend the Vienna Conservatorium of Music, one of the world’s premier musical establishments. The trust recognises the�
work of the world- renowned Austrian composer and conductor Robert Stolz.�

This year the winner of the Fine Arts Scholarship Trust award, Soprano Morgan Balfour  is an alumna of the Queensland�
Conservatorium of Music, Dame Nellie Melba Opera Trust and Lisa Gasteen National Opera School. She is currently completing�
the final year of a Master’s Degree at the San Francisco Conservatory of Music.�
 �
The year 2018 will see Morgan perform the title role in Handel’s Rodelinda, as well as Younger Alyce in Cipullo’s Glory Denied for�
the San Francisco Conservatory. She will also be working with Canberra Symphony Orchestra as the soloist in their 2018 Shell�
Prom Concert.�
 �
During 2017, Morgan performed the role of Meleagro in the San Francisco Conservatory’s production of Handel’s Atalanta, before�
returning to Australia for a series of engagements. She debuted with Pinchgut Opera, performing the role of Cephise in their�
production of Rameau’s Pigmalion. Shortly afterwards, she sang all three soprano roles in Handel’s Solomon for a semi-staged�
production with Leichhardt Espresso Chorus. Morgan then performed at the Melbourne Recital Centre in Melba Opera Trust’s new�
production,  Nights at the Opera.  Returning to Sydney, Morgan  sang the soprano solo in Mozart’s Requiem with the Sydney�
University Graduate Choir. Lastly, she performed in Sydney Philharmonia’s Tudor Portraits concert as the soprano soloist in the�
City Recital Hall.�
 �
Morgan appeared at the 2016 Brisbane Baroque Festival as a soloist in their production of Purcell’s  King Arthur  as well as�
the Vivaldi: Women of the Pietà concert. Shortly after, she sang in a series of concerts at the Coriole Music Festival in South�
Australia. She was later awarded the Australian Opera Awards Committee Sheila Prior Memorial Scholarship for ‘special operatic�
talent’. Morgan was also the recipient of the 2015 Amelia Joscelyne Memorial Scholarship from the Melba Opera Trust. In the�
same year she undertook a Professional Fellowship at the Hawaii Performing Arts Festival, supported by a grant from the�
American-Australian Association Dame Joan Sutherland Fund. �

In her letter to the Foundation, Morgan said,�
“ I am writing to convey my great appreciation and thanks for your generosity in awarding�
me the Fine Arts Grant. Tony Wilshire  contacted me recently to let me know that you had�
made the decision to convert the  Grant from its usual purpose of sending a singer to the�
Hans Gabor Belvedere Competition to assist with my studies at San Francisco Conservatory�
of Music  This will make a huge difference to my second year and will help me pay my Fall�
Tuition. In May 2018, I will be graduating with a Master of Music Degree. My first year at the�
Conservatory saw me perform two lead roles (the only soprano in the program to do so) in�
Britten’s Turn of the Screw and Handel’s Atalanta. I have worked with coaches at the San�
Francisco Opera House, maintained a Grade Point Average of 4.0 (out of 4.0) and in the�
meantime worked three jobs to keep myself afloat. Currently, I am back in Australia working�
with organisations such as Pinchgut Opera and Sydney Philharmonia. Your assistance in�
my studies is a truly overwhelming offer and I cannot express how grateful I am to have been�
chosen by your organisation for this grant.�

It was a real pleasure to perform at  your 2014 and 2015 AGMs and to have been�
remembered by your members is a real honour. Please accept my most sincere thank you�
and know that all future success is a reflection of your help.�

Sincerely, Morgan Balfour�

Fine Arts Scholarship Trust�
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 Apex Magic Castle stands strong�

T�h�e bookings have been coming in fast for the start of the snow season which was over before we�
knew it. This being the second season with the updated bathrooms and re-cladding on the outside�
and we have seen a big difference in energy saving and more importantly, keeping the Chalet and�
the bathrooms warmer and cosier for the kids.�

It is very exciting to see more Apex Clubs using the Chalet to take groups of disadvantaged children�
from their community to enjoy a week in the snow. A couple of new groups have come aboard and�
have enjoyed all of what the Magic Castle delivers. One of the groups said that it was the best holiday�
that the children had ever been on, and for some of them it was their very first holiday away from�
mum and dad.�

We are planning for another work party for January 2018 as we have a few jobs of minor cosmetic and carpentry that needs to be�
done. The working committee feels we need to keep on top of all of the necessary�
ongoing maintenance in a systematic manner to ensure our asset remains in�
excellent condition into the future. If anyone is interested in getting the job done�
please contact Jamie Vincent 0410 587 569. More information will be available in�
coming months.�

We have a new logo for the Chalet, which projects a fun image for the kids and�
something for them to identify the Chalet with Apex Foundation. The Chalet has all�
new signage, which has been donated by the Apex Club of Blacktown with the�
artwork created and donated by Neal Molineaux and Gavin McGregor. A big thank�
you to both  Neal and Gavin who are both very big supporters of the Magic Castle.�

The committee is also looking  at�
upgrading the mattresses in the Cha-�
let. We will be doing a little more�
fundraising to purchase 28 mattresses. We are investigating the option of members�
and Apex Clubs sponsoring a bed or bedroom.�

Finally,  the Magic Castle will be celebrating 40 years of service in 2019 and we are�
planning a big party for the old girl so watch this space for news on the upcoming�
celebrations.�

We would like to take this opportunity to thank all of the supporters of the Magic�
Castle: The Castle Management Committee, the Carthew Foundation and the Apex�
Clubs that have supported us for many years, Apex Australia,  as well as the�
individuals and companies that made this year a huge success for the Magic Castle.�
With this ongoing support the Magic Castle has a very bright future and in this 37�th�

year  with over 25,000 children through the doors, the Apex Magic Castle remains�
the magical place, that the kids call, to provide the magic for another 37 years.�

Apex Underprivileged Children’s Trust�
Magic Castle - Children’s Chalet at Smiggin Holes in New South Wales�
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Aspect Central Coast School adventure�
in the Snowy Mountains�

Aspect Central Coast School kids, in�
front of the Chalet�
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T�he SHACK is located two hours drive from Sydney at picturesque Shoalhaven Heads on the South Coast of New South Wales.�
The Cottages provide accommodation for families with a child suffering from chronic illness or disability in a relaxing environment�

This year the Apex Association National Board was at the  SHACK for the weekend of 24�th� to 26�th� March to conduct their meeting.�
On Friday they carried out an extensive maintenance program for the SHACK. The Apex Club of Milton Ulladulla joined them, as�
did three of the Foundation directors, which was a fantastic effort to get the SHACK looking very neat and tidy.�

The work carried out included gardening, maintaining lawns�
and edges, timber repairs, door replacements, rubbish�
removal, general cleaning and cleaning gutters, driveway and�
signage. With the SHACK newly painted, the added�
maintenance work has given it a new look altogether.�

It also gave an opportunity to have a critical look at what work�
needs to done to improve the facility and ensure that such�
things as First Aid Kits  and Smoke Alarms  are in working�
order. Thanks to Milton Ulladulla Apex Club who is keen to�
assist on an ongoing basis.�

Another change that the SHACK experienced this year was�
that after twenty-five years of operation the Shack has been�

able to replace all of its furniture, including lounge suites, dining settings, beds and bedroom furniture. The bulk of the furniture was�
supplied and installed by the Guest Group who specialise in furnishing display homes and units. Prior to the installation, we had�
all of the interiors of the units repainted so they are now fresh and modern and reflect their coastal location.�

We contacted the Salvation Army and they were grateful to take all of the old furniture to resell to people in need. We were able to�
benefit two charity organisations in one go as well as those people who will receive the benefit.�

Thanks to the support of several local organisations in the Shoalhaven Heads community (Fishing Club, Golf Club etc), Apex Clubs�
and the Carthew Foundation, we were able to invest in excess of $65,000 in this redecoration and the result is a fantastic�
improvement to the units. We now only need to repaint the exterior of the buildings and the Shack will be once again like new.�

The booking system for the SHACK is online with information about the availability of each unit easily accessible. Thanks to the�
Vincents - Ray, Kris and Tamara who put an enormous amount of work into the ongoing operation of the SHACK.�

Apex Underprivileged Children’s  Trust�
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 Shoalhaven Heads Apex Cottage for Kids (SHACK)�

Above: Work Party at the SHACK�

Above: Some of the new furniture installed in the Units at the SHACK�
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T�he Apex Copper Coast Retreats is in the third year of operation, with the vision to reduce the impact of a cancer diagnosis on�
South Australian families by providing the opportunity for a holiday in Wallaroo, South Australia at no accommodation cost. The�
project is continuing to expand with a fourth unit in the process of being built. All units are immaculately furnished in a seaside�
theme with the large family units having three bedrooms and able to sleep up to eight people, with full kitchen and laundry facilities.�
Our aim is to provide families with the opportunity to create precious memories, they can hold for a lifetime and to date 315 families�
referred by Cancer Council SA, have been recipients of this opportunity.�

The Apex Outback Postie Bike Ride continues to be the funding source of the project.�
The 2016 ride was the tenth with a record number of riders raising a staggering�
$128,100. The 2017 ride was completed on 13th August and as another highly�
successful event raising $105,434, bringing the total funds raised by the Apex�
Outback Postie Bike Ride for the Apex Copper Coast Retreat project to $718,382. A�
special mention must be made of the outstanding fundraising achievements of Kadina�
Apexian, Andrew Venning, who not only works tirelessly as one of the long-standing�
Apex Outback Postie Bike Ride Committee members but has raised individually more�
than $84,000 over the past seven years. His efforts are both a staggering achieve-�
ment and awe-inspiring.�

We continue to be overwhelmed by the feedback and gratitude of the families who�
have stayed at the Apex Copper Coast Retreats. The following is an extract from a thank you note received recently from a�
recipient which provides a good summary of the feedback we receive and gives us a good indication that we are achieving our�
vision for the project and can be extremely proud of the difference we are making for these families:-�

‘We have just spent a beautiful sun filled week at Wallaroo in the Apex Copper Coast Retreat Cabin within the North Beach Tourist�
Park. We cannot thank you and your team enough for this very welcome “breather”. Our family really appreciate that you would�
understand the need to completely “get away from it all” for a time and not have to think about anything except where shall we go�
or what shall we do or not do today. Your team have won our hearts, respect and love for your thoughtfulness. God bless you.’�

We thank the Apex Outback Postie Bike Riders for continuing to provide us with the funds to make a difference, Cancer Council�
SA for continued partnership and the Apex Foundation for their custodianship of the project. The Apex Copper Coast Committee�
continues to look forward to assisting to reduce the impact of cancer on families.�

Apex Underprivileged Children’s  Trust�
 Apex Copper Coast Retreats at North Beach Tourist Park, Wallaroo�
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Above: Apex Outback Postie Bike Riders for 2017�

Above: Andrew Venning with his bike�



T�he aim of the Cowled Foundation is to assist with the education of gifted, underprivileged, rural or regional girls or young women�
who will make an outstanding difference to the future of Australia. Through Cowled Foundation, we made grants for $ 49,800 in�
the 2016-2017 financial year, which included a grant of $17,000 in favour of the National Institute of Dramatic Art (NIDA) which�
covers The Ruth Cowled Memorial Bursaries, Technical Dinners and Ruth Cowled Design Supplement.�

Ms Laurie Cowled has also generously supported Postgraduate Scholarships at NeuRA (Neuroscience Research Australia) for�
numerous years. This year Cowled Foundation continued to support the PhD student Ms Shan-Yuan Tsai-Chin and granted�
$25,000 to support her. Ms Shan-Yuan is a young Australian who is undertaking her PhD research in schizophrenia. She is enrolled�
for a PhD degree at the University of New South Wales under the supervision of Associate Professor Cynthia Shannon Weickert�
at NeuRA. Shan-Yaun began working with Professor Cynthia Shannon Weickert, as a Technical Assistant in 2007, and in recogni-�
tion of her good work ethic and hard work, she was shortly thereafter promoted to Research Assistant. During this time, she�
fine-tuned her techniques in molecular biology and developed her abilities to think critically. This resulted in acknowledgement of�
her contribution on twenty papers from the Schizophrenia Research Laboratory, and co-authorship on three published papers. In�
2010 she attended the Australasian Schizophrenia Conference, and as a consequence, developed an interest in the role of the�
vitamin D receptor in schizophrenia.�

This topic formed the basis of her doctoral studies, which she commenced on a part-time�
basis in 2012. She extended her study to the retinoid (vitamin A) receptors and NR4A�
receptors, which are in the same family as the vitamin D receptors, known as nuclear�
receptors.�

Therefore, for her second study, she further hypothesised the mRNAs of these receptors�
to be reduced in a subgroup of individuals with both schizophrenia and neuroinflammation.�

Shan-Yuan is now in final year of PhD candidature and is preparing her thesis for submission�
in the second half of 2017. As part of a third study, she is also reviewing new data generated�
from blood samples of a clinical cohort and examining the relationship between schizophre-�
nia diagnosis, clinical and cognitive measures and genotype on nuclear receptor gene�
expression. Preliminary analysis has yielded some exciting results from this work, which�
will form a third first-author manuscript from her doctoral studies.�

The Cowled Foundation also provides support for the Cootamundra & District Education Fund through the Country Education�
Foundation of Australia in provision of assistance to Cootamundra children leaving school to undertake further education. A grant�
of $5,500 was made in 2016 -2017 for this purpose.�

This year the trust also provided $ 2,300 to the Royal Agricultural Society of NSW Foundation which was utilised towards part�
funding of scholarship for Emily Knowles in their rural scholarship program.�

The Apex Foundation is honoured to be trusted with the responsibility of taking this charitable cause further.�

Cowled Foundation�
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Association of Civilian Widows Trusts�

T�h�e Association of Civilian Widows was originally founded in the 1950’s to assist widows who were not receiving war veteran�
privileges. The  Apex Foundation shares a special bond with the State based Association of Civilian Widows. We currently work�
together in promoting and managing the various trusts, supporting disadvantaged young people and sole parents, all around  Australia.�

New South Wales�
E�stablished in 2005, with nearly $640,000 as the trust corpus, our New South Wales Trust has distributed over  $123,000 in grants�
since 2006. In 2016-2017 the Apex Foundation disbursed $18,495 towards grants to Mya Hurst  and Pedro Kalimnakis.�

Pedro Kalimnakis, a beautiful little boy is two and a half years old. Like all children of his�
age, he is extremely cheeky, loves to giggle and play and is the light of his parents’ lives.�
Pedro suffers from Norrie disease, which is an extremely rare and debilitating genetic�
disease affecting only 200 people worldwide. Norrie disease has some devastating�
physical and psychological impacts.  He is congenitally blind with no vision or light�
perception. He has been diagnosed with developmental delays due to autism and possibly�
intellectual disability. He will also lose his hearing in the coming years to a level of severe�
to profound hearing loss. Given he will lose his hearing,  it's especially important to help�
build his language before the hearing loss starts. Based on advice from his specialists,�
Pedro  needed to undertake 12 hours a week of Applied Behaviour Analysis (ABA) therapy�
which costs $7,200 per term.�

After being approached by his mother, Radmilla Kalimnakis, Apex Foundation in its April�
2017 board meeting, through its NSW Ciivilain Widows Trust made a grant of $ 7,200 to�
cover one term of ABA therapy.�

We hope that the grant contributes towards improving Pedro’s quality of life.�

Western Australia�
T�he story of the Association of Civilian Widows actually began in Western Australia where�
Apex Clubs began a project to assist civilian widows to fight for the ordinary things in life�
which so many of them lacked at that time. Established in 2010, our Western Australia�
Trust has already disbursed more than $ 91,000. We made various grants totalling�
$12,570 in the year 2016-2017.�

One of the applications was through Bridging Communities, submitted by Kylie Ann�
Warren, a single mother, with a special needs son, Tyler. Tyler is 6 years old and was�
born with a neuronal migration disorder. He is also vision impaired, has epilepsy, global�
developmental delays, major feeding and sleeping issues, sensory issues, chronic lung�
disease and cerebral palsy. He needed full-time care.�

His mother was leasing a vehicle which didn’t fit all his equipment or meet his needs.�
Hence, she was seeking financial support to purchase a suitable vehicle that can be�
adapted by NDIS to meet Tyler’s needs.�

Apex Foundation though Civilian Widows Trust - Western Australia, approved a grant of�
$20,000 in 2016-2017 to assist Kylie with the purchase of a new Kia Carnival YP MY17�
Wagon to bring some relief in the life of Tyler and Kylie.  The grant has finally been�
disbursed in October 2017.�
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Pedro Kalimnakis�

Jan Roberts (Civilian Widows Trust),�
Tyler (in the wheelchair) & Kylie with�

his new car�
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Association of Civilian Widows Trusts�

Queensland�
E�stablished in 2010, our  Association of Civilian Widows of Queensland Trust  has already disbursed more than $162,000. We made�
various grants totaling $25,712 in the year 2016-2017. Besides funding underprivileged children to pay for their school fees, school�
uniforms, dance classes, excursions and camps, this year we also funded Mathew Russell who was a victim of an accident.�

On the 29�th� of July 2016 Matthew Russell climbed up onto a make shift stove top (as the family were renovating their kitchen), and�
pulled over the saucepan and stove top which was sanitising baby bottles for Matthew, with the boiling water pouring onto Matthew�
which resulted in third degree burns to 18 percent of his body.�

Matthew’s Mother, Cindy, cooled Matthew down by showering him in cold water for well over half an hour until paramedics arrived.�
This act (stated by medical staff) saved his life.�

Matthew will now need an air conditioner in every room he will be living in whilst recovering in his family home in Yuleba. The Russell�
family are battling financially but are proud people never asking for help.�

The Roma Apex Club have received letters from the Yuleba Community stating the financial strain this accident has caused the�
Russell Family. This financial strain will continue to burden the family as Matthew grows and needs constant appointments with�
medical staff in Brisbane.�

The  stove top falling onto the floor has damaged the vinyl floor covering in the kitchen. The family would like the coverings to be�
completed for his arrival so then there is no visual reminder of this accident which changed the family members’ lives forever.�

The Roma Apex Club wrote to the Apex Foundation to ask for assistance in the costs of the air conditioner and the floor coverings.�
The Apex Foundation through its Queensland Civilian Widows Trust approved a grant of $3,890 to cover an air conditioner and floor�
coverings for the family of Mathew Russell hoping that this grant will help him recover well from the burns.�

5�  19�

Two months after the accident: Young Mathew Russell is making a�
speedy recovery from terrible burns, alongside his parents, Cindy�

and Tim�



·� Apex Clubs of Australia�

·� AON Risk Services�

·� Management Committee of the Apex Children’s�
Chalet  at Smiggin Holes, NSW�

·� Management Committee of the Shoalhaven Heads�
Apex Cottages for Kids�

·� Management Committee of the Apex Copper Coast�
Retreats�

·� Sub Committee members of Association of Civilian�
Widows of New South Wales�

·� Sub Committee members of Association of Civilian�
Widows of Queensland�

·� Sub Committee members of Association of Civilian�
Widows of Western Australia�

·� Colin Biggers & Paisley Solicitors�

·� Steadfast Group Limited�

·� Carthew Foundation�

SUPPORTERS�

The Apex Foundation�
ABN 58 001 347 897�

AON Tower�
Level 5, 201 Kent Street�
Sydney NSW 2000�

Telephone:  02 9253 7775�
Fax:   02 9253 7117�
Email:  info@apexfoundation.org.au�
Website:  www.apexfoundation.org.au�

The Apex Foundation acknowledges the use of photos�
provided by our beneficiaries in the production of this�
report.�

Honourable John Howard AC� Jim Hughes AM�

PATRONS�
Current Patrons of the Apex Foundation are former Prime Minister the Hon John Howard AC and Jim Hughes AM.�


